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When you're in the midst of terrible depression, the days and weeks can feel like an eternity.

From the author of The Long Night comes a beautiful collection of poems and meditations for

those experiencing the long night of depression. In Blessings for the Long Night, Jessica

Kantrowitz's moving poetry acknowledges the pain and relentlessness of depression and offers

gentle presence and hope. This book does not promise healing or deliverance; it is not a guide

to praying away the depression. Rather, through these poems, Jessica Kantrowitz, who has

been where you are, hopes to sit next to you in the dark while you wait for the light to emerge.

The message, repeated and built on throughout the book, is simply, "You are not alone, you are

loved, and this will not last forever."

"With Blessings for the Long Night, Jessica Kantrowitz is not just a poet, but a tender witness

who knows the dark, and a steady companion who will stay until dawn." --Glennon Doyle,

author of Untamed"In our most recent and peculiar season, where each of us is unmoored,

pressing through, or weighed down, these words anoint and sustain. Jessica Kantrowitz's

intimate knowledge of the terrain and her steady presence, both on social media and here in

these pages, welcome and bless a weary soul." --Deidra Riggs, author of ONE: Unity in a

Divided World; Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (JEDI) coach"This book is a wonderful

prayer, words for those who need to know they are not alone in this world. Jessica Kantrowitz

offers us grace and companionship through gentle pages that encourage readers to trust, feel,

and thrive." --Tanaya Winder, author of Why Storms Are Named after People and Bullets

Remain Nameless, musician, and motivational speaker"Depression may not be your particular

'noonday demon,' but it is for someone you love. And there's no better guide to that interior

landscape than Jessica Kantrowitz. For the sufferer, this entire book is a warm blanket, a

gentle hug, a wounded healer bringing hot tea and your favorite snack. 'Peace,' says the healer.

'Rest. We will wait with you.'" --Sarah Arthur, author of A Light So Lovely: The Spiritual Legacy

of Madeleine L'Engle"In the midst of the darkness of these times, Jessica's words in Blessings

for the Long Night are a bright beacon of light to those who are doing their best to keep on

keeping on." --Rev. Nick F. Scutari, Pastor, First UMC New Ulm, Minnesota"So many people in

these hard days are telling us to take deep breaths. But when Jessica Kantrowitz says it--when

her poems say it--your body actually obeys. When Jessica's poems say 'anoint,' 'bless,'

'ordain'--you get taller. Your eyes open wider. You step forth. To read this book is to connect

your depleted soul to a current of understanding and patience and strength that will light not

only your darkness, but others' as well." --Judith Kunst, author of The Burning Word and The

Way Through--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJessica Kantrowitz is

the author of The Long Night: Readings and Stories to Help You through Depression and 365

Days of Peace. She writes about theology, culture, social justice, and chronic illness, including

her own struggles with depression and migraines. She worked as a storyteller for Together

Rising, and her writing has been featured in The Salt Collective, Faithlife Blog, Sojourners, and

The Madeline L'Engle Blog. She lives in Boston, Massachusetts.--This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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Praise for Blessings for the Long Night: Poems and Meditations to Help You through

Depression“With Blessings for the Long Night, Jessica Kantrowitz is not just a poet, but a

tender witness who knows the dark, and a steady companion who will stay until dawn.”—

Glennon Doyle, author of the #1 New York Times Bestseller Untamed, and Founder of

Together Rising“In our most recent and peculiar season, where each of us is unmoored,

pressing through, or weighed down, these words anoint and sustain. Jessica Kantrowitz’s

intimate knowledge of the terrain and her steady presence, both on social media and here in

these pages, welcome and bless a weary soul.”—Deidra Riggs, author of ONE: Unity in a

Divided World; Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (JEDI) coach“This book is a wonderful

prayer, words for those who need to know they are not alone in this world. Jessica Kantrowitz

offers us grace and companionship through gentle pages that encourage readers to trust, feel,

and thrive.”—Tanaya Winder, author of Why Storms Are Named after People and Bullets

Remain Nameless, musician, and motivational speaker“Depression may not be your particular

‘noonday demon,’ but it is for someone you love. And there’s no better guide to that interior

landscape than Jessica Kantrowitz. For the sufferer, this entire book is a warm blanket, a

gentle hug, a wounded healer bringing hot tea and your favorite snack. ‘Peace,’ says the healer.

‘Rest. We will wait with you.’”—Sarah Arthur, author of A Light So Lovely: The Spiritual Legacy

of Madeleine L’Engle“In the midst of the darkness of these times, Jessica’s words in Blessings

for the Long Night are a bright beacon of light to those who are doing their best to keep on

keeping on.”—Rev. Nick F. Scutari, Pastor, First UMC New Ulm, Minnesota“So many people in

these hard days are telling us to take deep breaths. But when Jessica Kantrowitz says it—

when her poems say it—your body actually obeys. When Jessica’s poems say ‘anoint,’ ‘bless,’

‘ordain’—you get taller. Your eyes open wider. You step forth. To read this book is to connect

your depleted soul to a current of understanding and patience and strength that will light not

only your darkness, but others’ as well.”—Judith Kunst, author of The Burning Word and The

Way ThroughBlessings for the Long NightBlessings for the Long NightPoems and Meditations

to Help You through DepressionJessica KantrowitzBROADLEAF
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meditations were written during a global pandemic. A pandemic is not the same as depression,

but as someone who has now gone through both, I can tell you that the isolation, fear, grief,

powerlessness, and uncertainty can feel very similar. You don’t enter into either one by choice.

You are isolated, yet more dependent on others than you want to be. You don’t know what’s

happening at first, and you don’t know how bad it will be or how long it will last. There are so

many experts and opinions, but really there is no roadmap. You have to figure out how you’re

going to make it through just by waking up every day and figuring out that day.Back before the

pandemic started, in October of 2019, I started writing poems in the evenings on Twitter. I liked

the structure that Twitter’s 280-character limit imposed. I started most poems with the word

“peace” and looked into my own heart and mind to name what I was struggling with, or thinking

about, or needing peace for that day. I knew from years of blogging and being on social media,

as well as writing a book, that the more personal and honest I was about my own struggles, the

more people would say to me, “Me too. I feel that way, too. I thought I was the only one.”Those

evening poems would eventually become my book 365 Days of Peace: Benedictions to End

Your Day in Gentleness and Hope. But before I self-published 365 Days, I brought the idea to

Broadleaf Books, the publishers of my first book, The Long Night: Readings and Stories to

Help You through Depression. They liked the idea, but suggested that I focus on a more

specific audience. They suggested it be the same audience as The Long Night, people

struggling with depression and those who love them. And they challenged me to vary the form

more, to step away from my starting place of “peace” and find other ways into honesty, poetry,

and connection. I thought those were both great ideas.So in a sense, it is as if my first two

books had a baby and the book you’re holding in your hand is the result. You can totally read it

on its own, but if you’ve read either of my first two, you’ll recognize themes from both of them.

A handful of my favorite “peace” poems have made their way into it as well. If you’re new here,

welcome; I’ve tried to make the new folks feel at home. And if you’ve found your way here from

The Long Night or 365 Days, or both, thank you for coming back. It means more to me than I



can say.Another thing depression and living through a pandemic have in common is that they

can both steal your ability to concentrate. When I’m going through a major depression, I lose

my ability to get lost in a good book, to do well in my studies, even to follow the plot of a movie.

In The Long Night, I tried to keep my chapters short, knowing that many of my readers would

struggle to manage large chunks of text. In this book, I’ve gone even shorter, offering mostly

one-page poems and meditations for those who need connection and reassurance but can’t

focus on a complicated thought or story. And if you aren’t struggling with concentration, still I

hope the shorter format will help you slow down just a little. Think of each poem as an invitation

to take a deep breath, to unclench your muscles, and to set aside the stress of the day, just for

a moment.***When I wrote a proposal for The Long Night, it included this description:“This

book is for those who are in the long night of waiting. It does not promise healing or

deliverance, it is not a guide to praying away the depression. It is just an attempt to sit next to

you while you wait, to let you know that you are not alone, that this time will not last

forever.”The artist who designed the book’s cover, Olga Grlic, zeroed in on the phrase, “You are

not alone, and this will not last forever,” and printed it in the full moon—a beacon of assurance

and hope against the dark blue background of a starry night sky. By the time the book was

published in May 2020, COVID-19 had shut down schools and restaurants, mask-wearing had

become a political shibboleth, and we were beginning to realize that this was going to last

longer than a few weeks. I started tweeting the words from my book cover daily: “You are not

alone, and this will not last forever.” Many people assumed I was referring to the pandemic, and

I was, though I was also speaking to those with depression, and especially to the dear souls

who had to struggle through both simultaneously.Sometimes when I tweeted those words

people asked anxiously for reassurance—“Do you promise?” Other times people expressed

disbelief, or even anger, feeling like the words were empty or meaningless. Sometimes I felt

bad about tweeting the words out of context, as if I were ignoring the isolation and the deep

pain and grief we were all feeling.But here’s what I meant, and what I mean: When I write, “You

are not alone,” I mean that even though everything you’re experiencing is unique to your dear,

beloved heart, it is also part of the depth of human experience. As Terence wrote, “I am

human, and nothing human is alien to me.”1 And I mean that although we may be physically

isolated, by illness or by distance, we need each other. You are needed—you have something

unique and beautiful to offer the world. And your own needs are not too much, but rather are

part of what binds you to others in community.And when I write, “This will not last forever,” I

don’t mean that everything will be fine, that the future is rosy, that pain will disappear. I mean

that this specific time will not last forever. Something will shift. There will be pain in the future,

too, but there will also be joy. You are not stuck in this moment forever.A Note on the Seasons

StructureIn this book I use the seasons autumn, winter, and spring to represent the cycle of a

depressive episode, its beginning, middle, and end. I could have used evening, night, and

morning to go along with the theme of depression as a long night, but I chose to go with

seasons, to add another layer of metaphor and to explore the relationship of our bodies and

minds to the planet we live on, to nature and its cycles. So the seasons are metaphors in one

sense, but literal in another. The light, the temperature, the colors of the leaves or bare

branches, the behavior of the animals—even holed up in our homes we are connected to all

that goes on in tree and burrow, sea and sky.We have forgotten how tied we are to nature, but

our bodies remember and respond to the seasons with shifting mood and energy. Can you feel

the earth breathing around you? See the sky with its ever-shifting cloudscape? Hear the birds

and the wind in the trees? Ground your feet in the same soil that nourishes the food you eat?

Touch your own soft animal skin? We are part of the earth, part of all the life it holds. And that,



too, is a way in which we’re not alone.You are not alone,and this will not last forever.Part

IAutumnYou expected to be sad in the fall. Part of you died each year when the leaves fell from

the trees and their branches were bare against the wind and the cold, wintery light. But you

knew there would always be the spring…~ Ernest Hemingway, A Moveable Feast2You see,

one loves the sunset when one is so sad.~ Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The Little

Prince3Autumn is the season when it begins. The nights lengthen, the days become cold and

crisp, the leaves blaze bright and then fall, thousands of tiny losses crunching under your feet.

In the same way, depression comes both suddenly and slowly—one day your heart fills with joy

at the bright orange maple trees, the next they might as well be wet-cement gray for all the

power they have to stir emotion out of your dull, heavy heart. Depression comes, sometimes

literally in the autumn as our bodies react to the fading light with seasonal affective disorder,

but sometimes it comes in the middle of the summer, when everyone else seems to be outside

in the sunshine, laughing, running, playing, while inside your mind the sun has set and the

shadows have lengthened and taken over.Autumn is my favorite season, even though winter is

always hard. I wonder how much the beauty of the fall is enhanced by the knowledge that soon

things will get hard, that soon life will be heavier. Some winters are harder than others, but you

don’t know what kind of year it will be when the first frost tinges the morning grass. You only

know that your heart is saying goodbye to a certain light and lightness that you won’t see again

for a long time. You know, too, that spring will come, that warmth and joy will return. But in

between is winter, that long night of the earth, that long night of the soul.Don’t worry, reader.

We’ll walk through it together.InvocationThis poem is a prayer for youmy mind shapes these

wordsfor you, my fingers find the keysclicking them harder than is strictly necessary.This book

is a prayer for youthis paper, or this screen, contains secretsonly you can read.This stanza is a

prayer for youthis line lingers near your bedsidethis one makes the sign of a crossthis one

lights a candlethis one cries out the ache in my heart for youDear friend, reader, fellow suffererif

you have forgotten how to prayI will remind you:Touch your own soft palmto your own warm

faceThere. You have turned your bodyinto a prayer.A Blessing for Seasonal Affective

DisorderPeace to those who are nervousbecause this time last yearand many years

beforedepression paid a callPeace to those whose bodiesand minds have troubleadjusting to

the fading lightPeace to those who have difficult memoriesconnected to this time of yearTonight

may peace be yours, and strengthto ground you through the long nights.The Death

ofLeavesYou are not the leaveswhich blaze with color every fall, then fallground into the

ground.Their death is not your death.No, you are the tree, which moves its energydown in

autumn, to the roots, in ample store.Bare branches best preparedfor winter cold and winter

winds.That’s not to say the loss of leaves is not a loss.The grief of losing all your color, your

connection to the sunis real grief. The stripping is a real stripping.But as every fall speaks of

coming springand every winter holds its end in its beginningyour own sap will rise again in

longer lightnourishing every small branchand you, tree, human, living creaturewill grow green

life again.A Blessing for NovemberHere in New England, October’s foliageis over-the-top

gorgeous every year.So much so that Edna St. Vincent Millaybegged God for mercy from such

beauty.November is much more humble.Earthy. Its colors more subduedAnd then there is the

end of daylight savings—that plunge into darkness.

Blessings for Dallas Cowboys
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365 Days of Peace: Benedictions to End Your Day in Gentleness and Hope, The Long Night:

Readings and Stories to Help You through Depression, Things That Matter: Overcoming

Distraction to Pursue a More Meaningful Life, Good Enough: 40ish Devotionals for a Life of

Imperfection, Live Love Now: Relieve the Pressure and Find Real Connection with Our Kids,

This Here Flesh: Spirituality, Liberation, and the Stories That Make Us, Wholehearted Faith,

Homecoming: Overcome Fear and Trauma to Reclaim Your Whole, Authentic Self,

Transforming: The Bible and the Lives of Transgender Christians, Feed These People: Slam-

Dunk Recipes for Your Crew, Companions in the Darkness: Seven Saints Who Struggled with

Depression and Doubt, Shoutin' in the Fire: An American Epistle, Jesus Feminist: An Invitation

to Revisit the Bible's View of Women, After Jesus Before Christianity: A Historical Exploration

of the First Two Centuries of Jesus Movements, Living Brave: Lessons from Hurt, Lighting the

Way to Hope

Deborah Meservey, “A loving gift from someone who understands. I have pretty significant

seasonal affective disorder (SAD), and even with light therapy, even when I think it's not that

bad, every spring when I once more begin to feel like myself, I wish I didn't have to struggle like

that ever again. I LOVE that Jessica has divided this book into seasons, since the seasons are

emotionally/psychologically very literally a battle for me every year. I can hear her

understanding me when I read this book, and I feel the relief of spring's arrival through her

words. I am so grateful that I'll have this book to turn to next winter, so I can read those words

again (and again) and know that I am not alone, and be reassured that mental and literal

spring is coming. Whatever season of the soul you are experiencing, I believe you will find

empathy and comfort in Jessica's beautiful words.”

Kellyann F. Wolfe, “a book of consolations. There's no comfort like knowing you're not alone in

a difficult place, that others have been there before you, and others are with you now. It sounds

like meager consolation, but when you find yourself in that place, you find it's

everything.Reading Jessica's writing is like that. It's so relatable...and then you turn a page and

it's more than relatable, it's something you know intimately, something you never thought you'd

see put into words. Maybe something you thought couldn't be put into words.Generally, I don't

struggle with depression, but with anxiety and chronic pain, and still find myself feeling seen

again and again in Jessica's poems. "The Nightingale" was one of those moments. It begins

with an epigraph: "Traditionally a nightingale is a symbol of intense love, felt by the bird for the

rose. For the Sufi, the yearning soul is the nightingale, God himself the rose. - Sister Wendy

Beckett"Here is Jessica's reflection:"One night I stayed at Churchill's villa in Morocco,and as I

lay shivering under heavy blankets, a birdsang a song sweeter than any I'd ever heard be-fore.

In the morning our language teacher told us itwas the only time in seventy years he'd heard

anightingale, and I shivered again with the honor ofeavesdropping on this old man's sacred gift,

whenI was, myself, still young. That was also the trip Irealized I was too sick to travel anymore,

unlesssomething changed. Too worn out with foot pain towalk the streets of Marrakesh, too

weary with mi-graines to lean into hours of conversation in anothertongue, my mental health

too dependent on routineand easy access to friends and family to be so manyoceans and

mountains from home.It was a hard, sad trip in many ways, and a hard,sad realization.But still

there was the nightingale."Jessica, thank you for sharing this. Thank you for seeing us out of

your empathy, and allowing us to see you.”



kmap, “This book is a gift to your soul. One of the things I love most about this latest gift from

Jessica Kantrowitz is that it’s presented in seasons - autumn, winter, and spring. And in

addition to some of the most gorgeous poetry I’ve ever read, Jessica offers longer reflections

that feel like sweet, knowing companions to the long nights that sometimes shadow our own

seasons.This book offers deep comfort and companionship, reminding us as she so beautifully

does, that we are not alone and this will not last forever. I’d give it 10 stars if I could.”

Lori S. White, “Lovely and comforting. This book is lovely, comforting, healing, beautiful. It

brought me to tears and to a smile at the same time. Very moving and a very worthy nighttime

read. I am grateful for the messages inside.”

Judi O, “Subtle, moving, honest truths. Beautifully written truths about depression that aren’t

depressing…love it.”

Chloe S. Flanagan, “A Compassionate Companion. If you’re journeying through a season of

depression or grief or mental and spiritual exhaustion or some combination of all those, it

would be difficult to recommend a more fitting and compassionate companion than Jessica

Kantrowitz’s Blessings for the Long Night.Interspersing quietly profound reflections and

beautifully sage poems, this book explores the kaleidoscope of emotions we often experience

in the heavy, shadowy parts of our lives. Anger, sadness, fatigue, doubt, and many others are

approached, not as pests to be exterminated but as guests to be acknowledged and respected.

Because this not a self-help book. It doesn’t seek to preach or manifest or guilt-trip away any of

the challenging things. But instead, like a good friend, it gives space to reflect and cry and

dream while offering comfort, perspective, and the most elusive of gifts: hope.”

Matt Bays, “Finding hope in hardship. I think the worst thing a person can do when someone is

depressed or has lost a loved one, is stick a book in their hands that talks about being

depressed or losing a loved one. Except for this book. Short, lovely poems and blessings,

specifically written to remind you that you are not alone, and this will not last forever. Jessica

Kantrowitz has given a gift. If you are or know someone who struggles with depression,

anxiety, chronic illness, loss of someone significant, etc. pick up this book for yourself or for

them.”

Courtney, “Gentle and thoughtful and deep. This book is a wonderful companion for anyone

struggling with the heaviness of life. These poems have encouraged me deeply. Whether you're

struggling with depression or just the daily grind, this book is a wonderful, gracious balm.”

The book by Jessica Kantrowitz has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 16 people have provided feedback.
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